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The Isle of Man
advantage

In a wide-ranging interview, World Commerce Review
talks to Simon Williams, the Isle of Man’s Director of
Civil Aviation, about the continued success of the
Island’s aviation services sector
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he Isle of Man is one of the most politically and
economically stable jurisdictions in the world. The
Island has one of the highest credit ratings of any
offshore financial centre and is one of the world’s
most sophisticated and well regulated offshore financial
centres.
The Isle of Man has an international reputation as a tax-efficient, but responsible and co-operative jurisdiction and
appears on the OECD ‘white list’ of countries complying
with the global standard for tax co-operation and exchange of information. The Isle of Man is one of the few
countries in the world to be awarded the top ‘Compliant’
rating for transparency by the OECD’s Global Forum. It is
anticipated that extension of the UK ratification of The
Cape Town Convention to the Isle of Man will occur in
early 2017.
Isle of Man companies benefit from a corporate tax rate
of 0% (a tax strategy which is compliant with the EU Code
of Conduct on Business Taxation). There are no capital
or wealth taxes on the Isle of Man. The Isle of Man offers
a full range of corporate structures to suit individual or
company requirements for owning an aircraft. Furthermore, there is no insurance premium tax.
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As a Crown Dependency of the United Kingdom (UK), the Isle of Man falls within the UK’s ratification of the Chicago Convention. International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) Standards and Recommended practices are implemented in the Isle of Man and all information required under ICAO’s Universal Safety Oversight Audit Programme
(USOAP) is maintained and updated. The Isle of Man was audited by ICAO in 2009 as part of the UK USOAP inspection, performing very strongly with results comparable to States with long-established Safety Regulatory systems.

What are the benefits of registering an aircraft with the Isle of Man Aircraft Registry?
The principal benefits of registering an aircraft on the Isle of Man are:
• High regulatory standards
• Excellent customer service levels and award winning international reputation
• Neutral nationality registration prefix ‘M’
• Competitive scheme of charges
• Secure mortgage register
• No insurance premium tax
• European time zone

• Professional infrastructure with significant experience in aviation finance
• The Isle of Man is on the OECD ‘white list’ of countries complying with the global standard for tax co-operation and exchange of information
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• Clear and simple taxation regime
• Stable legal and political environment

Globally we are the fastest growing, most successful
offshore aircraft register and our clients and the
industry know why, but we will never take our success
for granted. We will continue to listen, adapt and
improve with the same enthusiasm that we always
have

We employ a large team of experienced airworthiness surveyors resident in Central Europe, USA, UK and the Isle of
Man, which enables us to provide an efficient and cost-effective service.
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Please describe the history of the Isle of Man Aircraft Registry.
The Isle of Man Aircraft Registry (IOMAR) was established to provide a customer focused service for the registration
of high quality private/corporate jets and twin turbine-engine helicopters. The rationale for situating the IOMAR
within the Department of Economic Development is to provide a cost-neutral springboard to support the island’s
flourishing Business Aviation industry.
The Registry commenced operations on 1st May 2007, has proven to be an unqualified success and has grown to
become the world’s 6th largest private/corporate Business Aviation register. At the beginning of October 2016, just
over 9 years since the Registry commenced operations, IOMAR registered its 900th aircraft with over 460 aircraft active on the register. A further milestone has recently been achieved with the issue of the 10,000th initial Flight Crew
Licence validation.

What is the philosophy and approach of the Isle of Man Aircraft Registry?
The IOMAR has gained an excellent, award winning reputation. Our motto is safety with service. This simple phrase
encapsulates what we have sought to achieve from the outset. Although much is made of the aircraft numbers,
growth and success associated with the IOMAR, our focus is on ‘doing the right thing’, that is striking that fine balance between facilitating high regulatory standards whilst delivering excellent customer service to our customers.
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Aviation inevitably has developed a myriad of regulations aimed at maintaining high standards of safety. The Isle
of Man’s Registry Team always seek to be practical/pragmatic in helping owners/operators to understand and then
meet those requirements. For example, ICAO Annex 6 Part II Section 3 requires operators of large and turbojet aeroplanes to have an operations manual. We facilitate compliance with those requirements by providing operators
with a draft framework template of an operations manual to ensure that all the key elements of the ICAO requirements and those of Isle of Man legislation are met – the operator then completes the operations manual by tailoring it to their particular operation.
In short: What does the customer want and by when? What are the relevant regulatory and legal requirements?
How best can we work together to achieve the goal, safely, cost effectively and in a timely fashion so that the client
can just get on with their business?

What services do you provide?
In simple terms the IOMAR registers private/corporate operated business jets or twin turbine helicopters. We specialise in aeroplanes over 5,700kgs MTOM and twin turbine helicopters. Aircraft with a MTOM of between 2,730kgs
and 5,700kgs may only be considered for registration if supported by significant economic benefit to the Isle of
Man. There is no MTOM restriction for aircraft registered for Isle of Man residents.
By extension to that core business, the Isle of Man also offers a specialist service to assist commercial airliner owners
whilst the aircraft is between commercial lease agreements and we refer to this as our ‘parked airliner scheme’. The
aircraft would typically come to our register at the point of the lease return; the aircraft will undergo the same process as our executive aircraft for the issue of a Certificate of Airworthiness.

Please describe a typical case.
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I’m not sure that there is such a thing as a typical case - client needs vary tremendously and that places the onus on
our team to listen carefully and to adopt as flexible and helpful approach as possible. In essence, this means fully
understanding client needs then striking the fine balance between facilitating high regulatory standards whilst delivering excellent customer service, all of which has to come in a timely and cost effective manner!
Time pressure is always a factor. This is why, having reviewed ‘task against resource’, so much of my initial focus as
Director of Civil Aviation was on ensuring that the IOMAR can meet the increasing demands placed on it.

More broadly what legal and other support is provided within the Isle of Man?
The Isle of Man has become a centre of excellence with regards to Business Aviation and is effectively a ‘one stop
shop’ for those wishing to register a business jet and also those seeking top quality advice on all the aspects associated with aviation transactions and ongoing aircraft management. With that in mind, we provide an aviation business directory which can be downloaded from our web site www.aircraft.im to help put new and existing clients in
touch with the excellent island-based companies offering the required services.

How do you see the register developing in the future?
Everything that we do is focused on supporting a successful, sustainable long term future for the Business Aviation
community and ensuring that IOMAR delivers. We have recruited strongly but carefully over the last two years and
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have significantly enhanced the IOMAR team by employing highly capable individuals with relevant technical expertise balanced by a strong customer service ethos. By way of concurrent activity, we have introduced an IT support system which has genuinely revolutionised the way we work and delivered significant efficiencies which can
be passed on to our valued clients.
We recognise that the nature of Business Aviation operations is 24/7/365, spans the globe and requires significant
flexibility. Hence we have made a significant investment in time and money to develop our online services offering.
We have successfully implemented the second phase of online services for our customers, with more to follow in
the future. Without seeking to dilute our award winning customer focused approach, we are striving to continually
develop an extensive online service to support the demands of the industry regardless of time zone.
All currently available evidence points to the fact that international trading conditions are extremely tough and that
the global economy is still experiencing significant financial uncertainty. The fact that IOMAR continues to grow at a
healthy rate must surely be a strong endorsement of the robust nature of our business model. However, we are not
complacent and remain constantly focused on incrementally improving the service we provide.
Conclusion
It is probably reasonable to expect tough international trading conditions to continue. I read about global uncertainty; financial instability; sanctions biting; second hand values plummeting and a new norm being established.
But I remain optimistic for the future; Business Aviation always finds a way, primarily because of the excellent people that work within this industry. The people I meet are full of imagination, technical expertise, drive and determination and that makes this wonderful industry what it is.

As far as the IOMAR is concerned, I honestly believe that we have good grounds to be optimistic; all the enablers
are in position and we are well placed to catch the upswing when it comes. All of our work, everything that we
have done, everything that we continue to put in place, is focussed on playing our part in supporting industry. We
will continue our process of continuous incremental improvement to refine and build on what we have already
achieved.
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The Registry team and I are totally dedicated to supporting a bright, sustainable future for industry and our clients.
Globally we are the fastest growing, most successful offshore aircraft register and our clients and the industry know
why, but we will never take our success for granted. We will continue to listen, adapt and improve with the same
enthusiasm that we always have.
In short, we will strive to deliver excellent customer service; continue to facilitate high regulatory standards and
maintain continued appropriate growth. ■

